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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up On Camera Batteries Anton Bauer.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092

        The user manual for the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Professional Video  -  Batteries & Power  -  On Camera Batteries.
        


        The Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery (14.4V, 93 Wh), along with the rest of the Digital Battery Series, represents a major makeover for Anton Bauer, featuring a redesign in several aspects over previous series. The result is a long-lasting, sleek and ergonomic, smart, and safe series of batteries, projected for 1000 charge/discharge cycles. The Digital 90 runs on lithium-ion Sanyo cells which Anton Bauer has found to be highly reliable for them in the past. One of the major changes is a reconstruction of the honeycomb interior, built very spacious and housing the cells physically separated from one another, each individually wrapped in its own plastic case and isolated from the others. This ensures that any potential damage to one cell will have no effect on the others, huge for safety. The additional space in the honeycomb also serves to allow more airflow between the cells, effecting more heat dissipation, which will keep the cells cooler and protect them from aging faster. 

 As another safety precaution, for instances of above average weather conditions, multiple sensors are built in that detect when the battery is too hot or too cold and trigger a shut down until the temperature is back to normal, at which point the battery automatically turns back on. Designed to the demands of broadcast and cinema digital cameras, the Digital Battery Series employs an algorithm that addresses the issue of "ringing" common to digital cameras. Where batteries are commonly susceptible to sporadic bursts of excess power draw, similar to how a car eats up more gas when the gas pedal is hit too hard, this algorithm smoothes out the power draw, in turn affording longer lasting, more predictable runs with a particular camera and overall longer life. 

 The Digital Battery Series is compatible with the concurrently released Performance Series of chargers and with all previous Anton Bauer chargers. Used with any of these chargers, via a feature that has become common to the Anton Bauer name, the Digital 90 exchanges certain digital data with the charger that allows the selection of the best charge routine possible for the battery's cell chemistry, maximizing overall life. Via another familiar Anton Bauer feature, the Digital 90 applies a continuous and constant calibration that enables it to provide more and more accurate capacity and run-time calculations over the life of the battery. Run-time is usefully reported in hours and minutes on an easy-to-read LCD when power is being drawn, and as a percentage value when no load is attached. The reporting in hours and minutes will only get more and more precise with each use as a result of the constant calibration feature. 

 The aesthetics have also taken a redesign, with the body shaped ergonomically for a comfortable hold and modern look, and the outer jacket made of rubber that provides a good grip as well as a cushion against accidental drops. The case is made of high-impact polymer, which is the same material used in motorcycle helmets. A P-Tap output is available for powering accessories.        
      
	        
        If you own a Anton Bauer on camera batteries and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092:
 	 Chemistry 	 Lithium-ion 
	 Mount Type 	 Gold Mount 
	 Output Voltage 	 14.4 V 
	 Capacity 	 93 Wh nominal 
	 Recommended Load 	 10 A continuous (max) 
	 Color 	 Green and black 
	 Dimensions 	 2.7 x 6.5 x 4.4" (6.9 x 16.5 x 11.2 cm) 
	 Weight 	 2.0 lb (0.9 kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 3.6 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 9.2 x 7.6 x 7.6" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new on camera batteries, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Anton Bauer users keep a unique electronic library
        for Anton Bauer on camera batteriess,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the on camera batteries.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Anton Bauer service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount Battery 8675-0092. User manuals are also
        available on the Anton Bauer website under Professional Video  -  Batteries & Power  -  On Camera Batteries.
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